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2014 metų liepos mėnesio 10 diena

Why this project is relevant

Geo is everywhere



The Netherlands

 In 2008 first signs of a mismatch between 
demands of GEO labour market and quantity 
and quality of students and graduates

 Establishment Geo 

Employment Market 

Foundation
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Research Supply and Demand 
GEO Labour Market in EU (by CLGE) 
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Gap in the European countries
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Project Partners



Work package 5: Project Management 
and Progress Reporting

Project consists of 5 Work 
packages (WPs)

Work package 1: Cooperation Model

Work package 2: Awareness Raising

Work package 3: Bridging the Gap

Work package 4: Dissemination 
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The Gap description
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The Gap could be defined as a combination of some 
mismatches:
•Imbalance of the number of students and demand of 
the labour market,
•Discrepancy between expectations of job market 
(employers) and student’s professional abilities 
(qualification, knowledge, practical skills etc.), (lack of 
motivation for life learning),
•Variance between the fast technological development 
and delayed improvement of study curriculums,
•Dissonance between narrow geo-specialized study 
programmes and multi-disciplinary needs of market
•Inadequacy between locally educated students and 
internationally widening market (internationalization of 
the geo-market).



The factors of the gap arisal
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Three main components:
 
•factors dependent from GEO market, 
•external factors, 
•factors dependent from education system.

These three components are split into 4 
levels, forming a hierarchy of the factors of 
the gap arisal.
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The Gap factors Hierarchy
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The Gap factors Hierarchy
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A questionnaire for the pair-wise comparisons
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A questionnaire for the pair-wise comparisons

Expected digital values of 
Initial VET factors importance
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CONCLUSIONS

 1. Hierarchy structure of gap factors between GEO 
(VET) students and employers was created, where 
factors are grouped in 6 levels. Suggested structure 
is adopted for questionnaire of respondents by 
method of pairwise comparison and processing of 
obtained judgements by multi-criteria method of 
analytic hierarchy process (AHP). 
2. Multi-criteria method of analytic hierarchy process 
was used for performed analysis. Selected criteria 
allow universal reflection of gap factors. Created gap 
factors hierarchy provided transparency to judgment 
process and made visible effect of its elements on 
results.
3. Test AHP computations were made and expected 
digital values of gap factors importance was 
determined.
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